
LIGHT TABLES/STARTING VEGGIES EARLY INSIDE
http://giantveggiegardener.com

To learn how to build my type of light box, go to my blog and type in my blog addresss: 
http://giantveggiegardener.com and look at right hand column under GARDEN TOPICS  and 
find ‘Building a Light Box’. It will take you through the steps. 

Cover the floor of your box with foil for more reflection.

Get a heating mat to start your plants on. Some people put plants directly on a radiant heat floor.

Use florescent lights that are at least 3000 lumen. I use the ‘daylight’ ones. They produce less 
‘leggy’ veggies.

Keep lights about 2-3 inches above plants. Move lights up as plants grow.

Put some kind of protection around the light boxes to keep drafts out. Put some kind of protec-
tion over them at night.

Get a strip plug to put  your lights into and plug the strip plug into a TIMER into the wall. Make 
sure your plants get 14-16 hours of light a day. Seedlings need more intense light than those 
outdoors. It’s easy with a timer but leave the heating mat on all the time.



Can put a fan in daytime on  them to gently move them plants. It will create stronger stems OR 
you can brush your plants several times a day when you walk by them.

Disinfect your containers with a 10% bleach solution if you are reusing some older ones.

Water the soil in your pots before planting seeds.

Use a pencil to make holes and plant your seeds. Use the pointed side for small seeds and the 
eraser side for large seeds.

Cover seeds with ‘Play Sand’ not soil. Helps with germination.

When seedlings first come up, water them with camoille tea a couple of times. It has anti-fun-
gal properties. This will prevent ‘damping off’ disease. After the true leaves grow, don’t worry 
about dampening off disease. 4 CUPS WATER /1 TEA BAG

When seedlings are 2” tall and have their second set of leaves (true leaves), it’s time to trans-
plant them.  Repot your plants as they get larger. Don’t let them get rootbound. Plant tomatoes 
deep especially if they are getting leggy. New roots will develop on buried stem.

If tomatoe leaves and stems turn purple, then they are too cold. Sprinkle a little Rock Phosphate 
on the soil and water in. They should turn green again. 

Start pepper and eggplant seeds indoors 10-12 weeks early-March 6 to set out later as trans-
plants later AFTER last frost date. 

Start tomatoes seeds indoors 8 weeks early-March 20 to set out later as transplants later AFTER 
last frost date. 


